Whitening Q&A
Is teeth whitening safe?
Yes. Clinical studies have shown that whitening your teeth with carbamide or hydrogen
peroxide under the supervision of a dental professional is safe for teeth and gums.

What are the side effects?
The most common side effect is tooth and gum sensitivity. Your dentist is your best resource
to make sure you’re a good candidate for whitening and that you are using the right formula.
Philips Zoom take-home whitening products have two mild desensitizing agents, potassium
nitrate and amorphous calcium phosphate (ACP), to help minimize tooth sensitivity.

Challenge

Whitening

How is Philips Zoom different?
Over-the-counter whitening products are not customized to you. With Philips Zoom, the
whitening process is tailored to your needs by your dentist, with custom-fitted trays for
take-home treatments or just the right light intensity and duration in the dentist’s office.

How long will my Philips Zoom results last?
Whitening treatments help to reduce existing stains, but through consumption of coffee,
soft drinks or just through natural aging, your teeth may eventually become discolored
again. Maintenance whitening can help combat recurring discoloration. Only Philips
Zoom take-home whitening products include ACP, which has been shown to help
reduce fadeback.

What causes teeth to discolor?
There are many causes of tooth discoloration. Some of the most common include the
consumption of highly colored foods and drinks (berries, coffee, tea, red wine). Some
medications, aging, smoking and trauma can also cause teeth discoloration.

How long does it take?
With Philips Zoom in-office, teeth can be up to eight shades whiter in 45 minutes. With
Philips Zoom take-home, when used as instructed, you will achieve great results within one
to two weeks, depending on the concentration and wear time your dentist recommends.

Learn more at zoomwhitening.com
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Unleash your

whitest smile
Ask about professional in-office
whitening solutions from Philips Zoom
whitening
brand

Most used
by dental
professionals

Let your most confident,
radiant self shine through
Your smile is your best first impression, it’s the way you
greet the world. While you have many options for whitening
your teeth, your dentist is your best resource for whitening
treatments. Only dental professionals have access to the most
powerful, professional-strength whitening and can ensure your
treatment is safe and your results are outstanding. Say “hello”
to confi dence that glows.

Why you should ask your
dentist about whitening
•

A whiter smile will also be a
healthier smile

•

You’ll make whiter teeth part of
your regular care regimen

•

Safe, noticeable results

Before / After

Leave the office with the healthy,
white smile you’ve always wanted
If you’re looking to see immediate results, a Philips Zoom
WhiteSpeed in-office treatment delivers dramatic whitening
in less than an hour. Thanks to adjustable intensity settings
for maximum comfort, 99 percent of patients experience
little to no sensitivity with WhiteSpeed.1

8

shades in
45 minutes

Can’t wait for your brilliant smile? Download the
Philips Zoom app!

Advanced light technology

Preview your whiter, healthier smile today on a new or existing photo of
yourself. It’s quick and easy — just search for Philips Zoom on the App Store
or Google Play™ store.

Customized to you
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Philips Zoom WhiteSpeed uses an innovative blue LED light to help you
safely reach a brighter, whiter smile in less time.

Your procedure begins with a short preparation period followed by three
15-minute whitening sessions, with an optional fourth session offered at the
discretion of your dental professional.

Sensitivity relief

Post treatment you will receive your fabricated trays, one take-home
whitening gel syringe and a Relief® ACP Oral Care gel syringe to relieve any
tooth sensitivity
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